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A new track in Entertainment Design 
at ArtCenter College of Design



Game for the challenge

No longer simply confined to PCs and home consoles, the video game industry 
in 2016 generated revenue surpassing $30 billion in the United States alone.* 
And the ubiquitous nature of smartphones and the meteoric rise of eSports—not 
to mention the burgeoning fields of augmented, mixed and virtual reality—means 
the industry will keep growing. 

But an arena that large means competition for consumers’ attention in today’s 
gaming industry is fierce. It also means that whether a game is being developed 
inside a global corporation or by a rag-tag indie outfit, the need for well-rounded 
game designers is greater than ever. 

Enter ArtCenter College of Design.

Game Design is a track in the Entertainment 
Design Bachelor of Science program at 
ArtCenter. The track’s goal is to produce  
game designers who can lead in a multi- 
disciplinary setting and bring inventive 
experiences to life through storytelling, 
prototyping and problem solving. 

“ TODAY’S GAME DESIGNERS 
HAVE THE UNPRECEDENTED 
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE 
AND DELIVER UNIQUE 
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES 
TO A WIDE AUDIENCE,  
FROM HARDCORE GAMERS 
TO VERY CASUAL PLAYERS.”
Guillaume Aretos 
Entertainment Design Chair

*Source: Entertainment Software Association: 2017 Sales, Demographic, and Usage Data: Essential Facts about the Computer and Video Game Industry

League of Legends by Chien Kang Chen, created in Character Design 1.



Top: League of Legends by Zhengyi Yu, 
created in Character Design 1.

Middle: Untitled by Oriana Menendez, 
created in Originality in Design.

Bottom: Untitled by CK Chen, created in 
Color Theory for Entertainment.

Meet the leaders

The current chair of the Entertainment 
Design Department, Guillaume Aretos, 
came to the United States from France 
to join DreamWorks in 1996 as a visual 
development artist on the animated 
hit Antz (1998). Aretos then took on 
art direction of Shrek (2001), and was 
the production designer for Shrek 2 
(2004), Shrek the Third (2007) and 
Puss in Boots (2011).

A multitalented producer, Christophe 
Gomez is the director of the 
Entertainment Design program’s new 
Game Design track. In a career that 
spans more than three decades, 
Gomez has made games for platforms 
ranging  from the Atari ST and 
Commodore Amiga (Operation Wolf, 
Dragon Ninja) to iOS and Android 
entries of many of EA’s most popular 
franchises, including Tetris, Need for 
Speed and The Sims. 

What you’ll learn

As an Entertainment Design student 
in the Game Design track you will 
focus on acquiring the technical skills 
necessary for competency in game 
design; gaining fluency in the phases 
of the production process; learning how to navigate between artistic expression, 
programming and design languages; and developing your ability to identify, 
understand and solve a client’s design problems. 

Our faculty of professionals will also teach you how to identify and understand 
various business models (e.g. premium, free-to-play, season passes) and how 
monetization decisions affect a game’s design. 

With more than 30 entertainment-related courses ranging from The History 
of Gaming to Player Experience and Usability Testing, students will have the 
chance to take a deep dive into their discipline as well as receive a well-rounded 
education through the College’s Humanities and Sciences and Integrated 
Studies departments. 



Opportunities

Since its founding in 1930, ArtCenter has pioneered a no-nonsense curriculum 
to prepare artists and designers for roles in industry. As a result, the College 
boasts a long history of close corporate sponsorships—including companies 
like Microsoft, Intel, Samsung and HTC—and hundreds of industry-funded 
collaborations have taken place in our classroom studios.

Each spring, representatives from top companies attend the College’s 
Entertainment Design Intern Show to meet students and review their work. 
These representatives are eager to select students to join their team as interns. 
It’s a win-win for all involved—companies gain the fresh ideas and insights of 
our students, and our students gain invaluable hands-on experience.

Students in ArtCenter’s Entertainment Design program have earned a 
reputation for their ability to jump into their industry and work at the speed and 
quality of a professional from day one. The College’s tight relationships with the 
professional game design community will help ensure that graduates from the 
Game Design track will continue to carry that reputation. 

Ready to apply?

Applications will be reviewed on an as-room-is-available basis until the program 
is full.

For more information, including application guidelines and portfolio 
requirements, visit artcenter.edu/admissions or call 626 396-2373.

Above: Untitled by Liam MacDonald, created in Visual Communication 4.
Cover: Detail from Untitled by Shan Qiao.
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